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On this website, you can find the complete menu of The Record Cafe from Bradford. Currently, there are 11
courses and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about The Record Cafe:
The best pub I know! Only manage a couple of pints after work a couple of times a month but keep going back
for the consistently great real ale and service. Can’t wait to sit outside in the Summer. read more. The diner is

accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the
weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat and drink. WiFi is available at no extra cost. What User

doesn't like about The Record Cafe:
A group of us visiting Bradford with family had a few drinks in this bar, (ages ranging from 30's -mid 60's) not that

this should matter any way!!! we were then refused further drinks because we were informed that we were too
noisy!!! Are you not allowed to enjoy yourself in this place??? Are you not allowed to laugh!!! We were absolutely

appalled!! Would never visit this place again! If you want to enjoy yourself do... read more. With the extensive
selection of coffee and tea specialties, a visit to The Record Cafe becomes even more attractive, The barbecued
food is freshly cooked here on an open flame. Besides small snacks and sweet pieces, we also offer cold and

hot drinks and cakes, In addition, the drinks menu that is offered in this established eatery is impressive. It
offers a wide assortment of beers from the region and the whole world.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

10 m�� popular
SHAKE

Sid� dishe�
PICKLES

Starter�
CHARCUTERIE

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
BAR

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
STRAWBERRY

HAM

MEAT

CHEESE

SAUSAGE

MANGO

SEAFOOD
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 14:00-19:00
Monday 11:00-20:00
Tuesday 11:00-22:00
Wednesday 11:00-22:00
Thursday 11:00-22:00
Friday 11:00-23:00
Saturday 11:00-23:00
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